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We review what is currently known about the transverse spin structure of hadrons, in
particular from observables that can be analyzed within a collinear framework. These ef-
fects have been around for 40 years and represent a critical test of perturbative QCD. We
look at both proton-proton and lepton-nucleon collisions for various final states. While
the main focus is on transverse single-spin asymmetries, we also discuss how longitudinal-
transverse double-spin asymmetries offer a complimentary, yet equally important, source
of information on the quark-gluon content of hadrons. We also summarize some recent
progress in solidifying the theoretical formalism behind these observables and give an
outlook on future directions of research.
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1. Introduction
The quest to understand the spin structure of the proton (and hadrons in general)
at the partonic level has been a fruitful source of research for many decades. One
of the earliest puzzles in this field was in the high-energy production of hadrons
from proton-proton collisions where one of the particles involved carries a trans-
verse polarization. In the mid-1970s, Argonne National Lab (for p↑p → piX)1 and
FermiLab (for pp → Λ↑X)2 measured large (several tens of percent) transverse
single-spin asymmetries (SSAs)a AN , defined as
AN ≡ dσ
↑ − dσ↓
dσ↑ + dσ↓
=
dσL − dσR
dσL + dσR
. (1)
In Eq. (1), dσ↑ (dσ↓) is the cross section when the hadron’s (transverse) spin vector
is “up” (“down”), and dσL (dσR) is the cross section for final-state particles going
aFermiLab only measured the (transverse) polarization of the Lambda, but the large polarization
they found would translate into a large SSA.
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to the left (right) of the collision axis with the hadron’s spin vector fixed. Many
experiments over the last 40 years confirmed the existence of large SSAs,3–14 and
these observables are a fundamental test of perturbative QCD (pQCD).
The initial attempt to understand SSAs within the na¨ıve (collinear) parton
model proved unsuccessful, as one finds extremely small asymmetries in such a
framework.15 However, this calculation merely showed that SSAs are a subleading
twist (twist-3) effect, i.e., one must include quark-gluon-quark (qgq) correlations in
the description of this observable.16 This realization led to a rigorous formulation
over the last several decades of collinear twist-3 factorization as way to analyze
SSAs.17–39 In this approach, one writes the (polarized) differential cross section for
A↑ +B → C +X asb
dσ(ST ) = H ⊗ fa/A(3) ⊗ fb/B(2) ⊗DC/c(2)
+ H ′ ⊗ fa/A(2) ⊗ fb/B(3) ⊗DC/c(2)
+ H ′′ ⊗ fa/A(2) ⊗ fb/B(2) ⊗DC/c(3) . (2)
In Eq. (2), fa/A(t) is the parton distribution function (PDF)
c associated with parton
a in hadron A (and similarly for fb/B(t)), while DC/c(t) is the fragmentation function
(FF) associated with hadron C in parton c. The twist of the functions is indicated
by t. The factors H, H ′, and H ′′ are the hard parts for each term, and the symbol
⊗ denotes convolutions in the appropriate momentum fractions. The hard scale for
the reaction is set by the transverse momentum of the outgoing particle, PCT 
ΛQCD, and ST is the transverse spin vector of A.
d In this paper we will review how
the collinear twist-3 framework outlined above has been used to describe SSAse
(and a related double-spin asymmetry (DSA) ALT involving longitudinally and
transversely polarized particles) in both proton-proton and lepton-nucleon collisions
for various final states.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. 2 we briefly review collinear twist-3
functions, which are all accessible using transverse spin observables. In Sec. 3 we
discuss AN in p
↑p→ {pi, jet, γ}X, all of which have been measured at the Relativis-
tic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC), with separate subsections devoted to pi and {jet, γ}.
We also include a subsection on ALT in these reactions. In Sec. 4 we talk about
related observables in lepton-nucleon collisions, with emphasis their ability to help
us understand proton-proton reactions and their measurability at an Electron-Ion
Collider (EIC). We dedicate Sec. 5 to recent theoretical progress in solidifying the
bAn analogous formula holds if C is transversely polarized instead of A.
cAlthough twist-3 correlators do not have a probabilistic interpretation, we will still refer to them
as parton distribution functions and fragmentation functions.
dAs we will discuss later, one also has twist-3 effects when, in addition to a transversely polarized
particle, there is also a longitudinally polarized one.
eAn alternative approach is the so-called Generalized Parton Model (GPM),40–42 which uses
transverse momentum dependent (TMD) functions. Such a method most likely is not valid for
observables with only one large scale, and, therefore, the GPM should be considered only a phe-
nomenological model.
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collinear twist-3 framework. Finally, in Sec. 6 we give an outlook on future (theo-
retical and experimental) directions of research that will ultimately help us resolve
this 40-year old puzzle of what causes SSAs. The appendices contain the operator
definitions of collinear twist-3 functions used in this paper and important relations
between them.
2. Review of collinear twist-3 functions
In this section we give an overview of collinear twist-3 functions, specifically those
in the quark sector, i.e., quark-quark and quark-gluon-quark correlators.f We focus
on conveying the landscape of available functions and leave the rigorous operator
definitions for Appendix A. As we allude to at several points throughout the paper,
Table 1. Collinear twist-3 functions for unploarized (U), longitudinally polarized (L), and trans-
versely polarized (T) hadrons.
Hadron
Pol.
U
L
T
PDF(x) PDF(x, x1) FF(z) FF(z, z1)
kinematical kinematicaldynamical dynamical
H
⊥(1)
1
H
⊥(1)
1L
Hˆ
ℜ,ℑ
FU
Hˆ
ℜ,ℑ
FL
Dˆ
ℜ,ℑ
FT , Gˆ
ℜ,ℑ
FT
D
⊥(1)
1T ,
G
⊥(1)
1T
h
⊥(1)
1
h
⊥(1)
1L
HFU
HFL
FFT , GFT
f
⊥(1)
1T ,
g
⊥(1)
1T
intrinsic intrinsic
E,H
HL, EL
DT , GT
e
hL
gT
and elaborate on more in Sec. 5, all of the collinear twist-3 functions presented here
are not independent of each other. There are formulae, called QCD equation of mo-
tion (EOM) relations and Lorentz invariance relations (LIRs), that connect specific
sets of functions. We write these out explicitly in Appendix B.2 and Appendix B.3.
fThe gluon sector of twist-3 functions is also relevant for the observables we will analyze. However,
these correlators do not give significant contributions in the forward (large xF ) region
36 where the
asymmetries we will discuss, like AN in p
↑p→ piX, are greatest.
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P, S
xP
(a) (b)
P, S
xP + kT
(c)
x1P
P, S
xP
Fig. 1. Feynman diagrams for (a) intrinsic, (b) kinematical, and (c) dynamical twist-3 PDFs.
We mention that various names, notations, and definitions for collinear twist-3 func-
tions are used in the literature, and we will follow those of Ref. 38. Note that certain
subsets of these correlators are also discussed in Refs. 19–23,27,29,30,32–37,39.
The full list of twist-3 functions (in the quark sector) is given in Table 1 for
both PDFs and FFs, categorized in terms of hadron polarization (U = unpolar-
ized, L = longitudinal, T = transverse). As seen in the table, we can organize the
functions into three groups: intrinsic, kinematical, and dynamical.38 First, the in-
trinsic functions are twist-3 Dirac projections of collinear quark-quark correlators
(see Figs. 1(a), 2(a)). Next, the kinematical functions are first (kT or p⊥) moments
of transverse momentum dependent (TMD) functions (see Figs. 1(b), 2(b)), defined
as
f (1)(x) =
∫
d2kT
~k 2T
2M2
f(x, k2T ) , (3)
D(1)(z) = z2
∫
d2p⊥
~p 2⊥
2M2h
D(z, z2p2⊥) . (4)
Finally, the dynamical functions are quark-gluon-quark correlators (see Figs. 1(c),
2(c)), where the gluon field can either be written in terms of the field strength
tensor Fµν (so-called F-type functions) or the covariant derivative Dµ (so-called D-
type functions). We only list the F-type functions since the D-type can be written
in terms of them (see Appendix B.1). Note that both the intrinsic and kinematical
twist-3 functions depend on a single momentum fraction (x or z), whereas the
dynamical correlators depend of two (x, x1 or z, z1). We also mention that, while
the dynamical PDFs are purely real, the dynamical FFs are complex (due to the
lack of a time-reversal constraint), and we indicate their real and imaginary parts
by < and = superscripts, respectively. The wealth of functions shown in Table 1
demonstrates the rich structure inside of hadrons, which, as we will see, can be
probed through various transverse spin observables.
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Ph/z
Ph, Sh
(a) (b)
Ph, Sh
Ph/z + p⊥
(c)
Ph/z
Ph, Sh
Ph/z1
Fig. 2. Feynman diagrams for (a) intrinsic, (b) kinematical, and (c) dynamical twist-3 FFs.
3. AN in proton-proton collisions
3.1. p↑p→ piX
We consider SSAs in the single-inclusive production of pions from proton-proton
collision,
p(P, SP ) + p(P
′)→ pi(Ph) +X , (5)
where we have indicated the momenta and polarizations of the particles. We also
define the Mandelstam variables S, T, U as
S = (P + P ′)2 , T = (P − Ph)2 , U = (P ′ − Ph)2 . (6)
In this case, all three terms in Eq. (2) enter into the analysis. Specifically, one
receives twist-3 contributions from (a) the transversely polarized proton, (b) the
unpolarized proton, and (c) the (unpolarized) final-state pion. As we discussed in
Sec. 2, all of these pieces involve 2-parton and 3-parton correlation functions.
For (a), there are two types of terms that arise, a so-called soft-gluon pole (SGP)
term and a soft-fermion pole (SFP) term. These are so named because, since SSAs
are a na¨ıve time-reversal odd (T-odd) effect, one must pick up a pole in the hard
scattering. This pole causes the momentum fraction of either a gluon or quark in
the multi-parton correlator to vanish, which leads, respectively, to a SGP or SFP.
The SGP term was calculated in Refs. 19, 21 for qgq correlators and Ref. 36 for
tri-gluon (ggg) ones, while the SFP term was computed in Ref. 27.
For many years it was thought that the qgq SGP function FFT (x, x), called the
Qiu-Sterman (QS) function,g was the dominant source of AN in this reaction.
19,21
gThere are several notations use in the literature for the QS function, e.g., TF (x, x) and GF (x, x).
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The contribution from this correlator to the spin-dependent cross section reads19,21
Ehdσ
SGPqgq
(T ) (SP )
d3 ~Ph
= −4α
2
SM
S
P
′PPhSP
∑
i
∑
a,b,c
∫ 1
0
dz
z3
∫ 1
0
dx′
∫ 1
0
dx δ(sˆ+ tˆ+ uˆ)
× pi
sˆuˆ
f b1(x
′)Dc1(z)
[
F aFT (x, x)− x
dF aFT (x, x)
dx
]
SiFFT , (7)
where
∑
i is a sum over all partonic interaction channels, M is the proton mass,
αs = g
2/4pi with g the strong coupling, f1 (D1) is the standard twist-2 unpolarized
PDF (FF), and the Levi-Civita tensor is defined with 0123 = +1. The hard factors
are denoted by SiFFT and can be found in Ref. 21. They are functions of the partonic
Mandelstam variables
sˆ = xx′S , tˆ = xT/z , uˆ = x′U/z . (8)
The notation used for the cross section indicates that this is the qgq SGP term for
the transversely polarized proton.
The QS function has an important, model-independent relation to the TMD
Sivers function43 f⊥1T (x, k
2
T ) that enters SSAs in processes like semi-inclusive deep-
inelastic scattering (SIDIS) and Drell-Yan (DY). The identity reads44
piF qFT (x, x) = f
⊥(1),q
1T (x)
∣∣
SIDIS
= −f⊥(1),q1T (x)
∣∣
DY
. (9)
where
f
⊥(1),q
1T (x) ≡
∫
d2kT
~k2T
2M2
f⊥1T (x, k
2
T ) . (10)
The second equality in Eq. (9) reflects the well-known non-universality of the Sivers
function, i.e., the function changes sign from SIDIS to DY due to the fact that
the TMD correlators for those processes differ in their gauge-link structure.45 This
process dependence is a prediction from our current understanding of QCD and
TMD factorization and still must be verified experimentally. Nevertheless, there is
already evidence from theory46,47 and a recent STAR measurement48 that this sign
change is correct.
From Eq. (9), one can see that there are two ways to access the QS function:
extract FFT (x, x) directly from data on AN in p
↑p → piX21,49 (again, assuming
only the qgq SGP term in (a) causes the asymmetry)h or take an extraction of
f⊥1T (x, k
2
T ) from SIDIS data on the Sivers asymmetry
50 and calculate the r.h.s. of
Eq. (10). The former should agree with the latter. However, the authors of Ref. 51
realized that these two approaches do not yield the same result: the two different
extractions disagree in sign. This discrepancy became known as the “sign mismatch”
crisis.51 There were attempts to resolve this issue by allowing for more flexible
parameterizations of the Sivers function, but these proved unsuccessful.52 In fact,
the authors of Ref. 46 have shown compelling evidence from SSAs in inclusive
hNote that Ref. 49 also included the SFP term.
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DIS53,54 that the QS function cannot be the main cause of AN in p
↑p→ piX. Also,
the tri-gluon term has been shown to give small effects in the forward region,36
while the SFP piece might play some role, although it will not be able to account
for all of the asymmetry.49,55
Thus, one must calculate (b) and (c) to see if either of these pieces can cause the
pion SSAs. The case of twist-3 effects in the unpolarized proton was analyzed many
years ago in Ref. 20, and they were found to be negligible. More recently, twist-3
effects due to the final-state pion were computed in Ref. 34, which marked the first
complete calculation of this term,i and the result reads34
Ehdσ
Frag(SP )
d3 ~Ph
= −4α
2
sMh
S
P
′PPhSP
∑
i
∑
a,b,c
∫ 1
0
dz
z3
∫ 1
0
dx′
∫ 1
0
dx δ(sˆ+ tˆ+ uˆ)
× 1
sˆ (−x′tˆ− xuˆ) h
a
1(x) f
b
1(x
′)
{[
H
⊥(1),c
1 (z)− z
dH
⊥(1),c
1 (z)
dz
]
SiH⊥1
+
1
z
Hc(z)SiH
+
2
z
∫ ∞
z
dz1
z21
1(
1
z − 1z1
)2 Hˆc,=FU (z, z1)SiHˆFU
}
,
(11)
where Mh is the pion mass, h1 is the standard twist-2 transversity function, and
the hard factors for each term, which can be found in Ref. 34, are represented by
Si. The notation for the cross section indicates that this is the entire (unpolarized)
fragmentation term. The functions H
⊥(1)
1 , H, Hˆ
=
FU are unpolarized twist-3 FFs, with
the first two given by quark-quark correlators and the last one by (the imaginary
part of) a qgq matrix element (cf. Table 1).j These twist-3 FFs are related to each
other through the QCD equation of motion (EOM) relation (cf. Eq. (B.12)),29,34,35
Hq(z)=−2zH⊥(1),q1 (z) + 2z
∫ ∞
z
dz1
z21
1
1
z − 1z1
Hˆq,=FU (z, z1) . (12)
The first term on the r.h.s. of (12) is the first p⊥-moment of the TMD Collins FF
H⊥1 (z, z
2p2⊥) that enters SSAs in SIDIS and electron-positron annihilation e
+e−→
h1 h2X:
H
⊥(1),q
1 (z) ≡ z2
∫
d2p⊥
~p 2⊥
2M2h
H⊥,q1 (z, z
2p2⊥) . (13)
Therefore, one can use an extraction of the Collins function from SIDIS and e+e−
data57 to fix H
⊥(1),q
1 (z).
Still, in order to obtain a numerical result for this term, an input for the FF
Hˆ=FU is required, which then allows H to be determined through Eq. (12).
k The
iThe so-called derivative term was already calculated in Ref. 29.
jNote that, unlike the QS term, the qgq FF Hˆ=FU involves a non-pole matrix element. (The pole
pieces actually vanish.38,56)
kFor a model calculation of these functions, see Ref. 58.
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3.3 < η < 4.1
 0.4  0.5  0.6  0.7
xF
STAR 12
η = 3.68
pi0
 0
 0.1
-0.4 -0.2  0  0.2  0.4
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STAR 08
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 0.2
 0.2  0.25  0.3
A N
xF
BRAHMS 07
θ = 2.3°
 0.15  0.2  0.25  0.3
xF
θ = 4° pi+
pi–
Fig. 3. Fit results for AN in p
↑p→ pi0X (data from Refs.6,7,12) and AN in p↑p→ pi±X (data
from Ref.9) for the SV1 input. The dashed line (dotted line in the case of pi−) means Hˆ=FU switched
off. Figure reprinted with permission from K. Kanazawa, et al., Phys. Rev. D89, 111501(R) (2014).
Copyright (2014) by the American Physical Society.
authors of Ref. 59 parameterized Hˆ=FU in terms of the standard twist-2 unpolarized
FF D1 and also included the SGP term from Eq. (7) with FFT (x, x) fixed by the
Sivers function through Eq. (9).l The parameters were fit to the RHIC AN data for
charged and neutral pions.6,7, 9, 12 The results are shown in Figs. 3–5.m We see from
Fig. 3 that there is a very good description of the data. In particular, from Fig. 4
one can conclude that the cause of the asymmetry is from parton fragmentation
effects during the formation of the final-state pion, with the main source coming
from the qgq FF Hˆ=FU . Note that the SGP term (from the QS function) is opposite
lTwo different parameterizations of the Sivers function were used, denoted SV150 and SV241 .
mNote that Ref. 59 uses the notation Hˆ(z) for H
⊥(1)
1 (z).
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Fig. 4. Individual contributions to AN in p
↑p→ pi0X (data from Ref.7) for SV1 and SV2 inputs.
Figure reprinted with permission from K. Kanazawa, et al., Phys. Rev. D89, 111501(R) (2014).
Copyright (2014) by the American Physical Society.
 0
 0.05
 0.1
A N
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
STAR 13 (0.16 < xF < 0.24)
30 mR  
70 mR  
xF = 0.20
(0.24 < xF < 0.32)
xF = 0.28
 0
 0.05
 0.1
 0  5  10
(0.32 < xF < 0.40)
Ph⊥ [GeV/c]
xF = 0.36
 0  5  10  15
xF = 0.50
Fig. 5. AN vs. PhT in p
↑p → pi0X for SV1 input at √S = 500 GeV (data from Ref.60). Figure
reprinted with permission from K. Kanazawa, et al., Phys. Rev. D89, 111501(R) (2014). Copyright
(2014) by the American Physical Society.
in sign to the data, and the fragmentation piece must “overcome” that contribution.
In addition, we see from Fig. 5 that the phenomenological results agree with the
flat PhT dependence measured at RHIC. This was the first time that AN in p
↑p→
piX, calculated within the collinear factorization framework, matched the RHIC
data without any sign-mismatch problem, and, moreover, was consistent with TMD
observables in SIDIS and e+e−.59 Nevertheless, there is still more work required in
order to definitively conclude that these SSAs are due to fragmentation effects.
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3.2. p↑p→ {jet, γ}X
As is clear from the last subsection, there are several pieces that enter into SSAs
for pion production. In order to better understand the mechanism that causes these
asymmetries, it would be helpful to isolate certain terms and study them indi-
vidually. For the case of AN in p
↑p → jetX and p↑p → γ X, one can eliminate
contributions from twist-3 FFs (i.e., the third term in Eq. (2)) and focus on effects
from the incoming protons. However, even in this situation, one can only gain infor-
mation on a specific non-perturbative function if the term involving that function
is dominant. In particular, it would be beneficial to isolate the QS function in order
to see if the subsequent extraction satisfies the identity (9). This would require a
reaction where the (unpolarized and transversely polarized) SFPs, unpolarized qgq
SGPs, and tri-gluon SGPs are negligible (in addition to there being no fragmenta-
tion effects). Note that one is able to derive Eq. (9) because of the gauge link in the
Sivers function, which directly causes its predicted process dependence. Therefore,
a “clean” extraction of the QS function can give us strong evidence of whether this
non-universality is correct.
We will first consider if the jet SSA meets the above criteria to isolate FFT (x, x).
This asymmetry was measured by the ANDY Collaboration and found to be very
small (< 0.5%) except for the most forward and backward xF values, where the
asymmetry could be on the order of ∼ 1%.13 The analytical result for AN in jet
production is obtained from the pion case by simply setting D1(z) = δ(1− z) in the
first and second terms of Eq. (2). This asymmetry has been investigated in Refs. 21,
47, 51, 61. Unfortunately, the conclusion as to which piece dominates is not obvious.
The study in Ref. 20 provides evidence (from the pion AN ) that unpolarized qgq
SGPs and SFPs should be small in the whole xF -region. The work in Ref. 61 shows
the same is most likely true for transversely polarized SFPs, but that analysis suffers
from the sign-mismatch issue. Also, in Ref. 36 there is an indication that tri-gluon
SGPs could be significant. Therefore, it will be necessary to re-assess the impact of
these pieces on the jet SSA. Nevertheless, one can still gain insight into these other
terms by looking at the contribution solely from the QS function and comparing
it with data. This was done in Ref. 47, where FFT (x, x) was fixed through the
Sivers function and the result was compared to the ANDY data on the asymmetry.
Although the phenomenology is in reasonable agreement with the data, there is still
some room for other pieces to contribute. Thus, AN in jet production may not be
the cleanest way to access the QS function.
There is also data on tape for the prompt photon asymmetry,n
p(P, SP ) + p(P
′)→ γ(q) +X , (14)
nThere are two types of prompt photons: those that are emitted directly from the hard scattering
(called direct photons) and those that form during parton fragmentation (called fragmentation
photons). We focus on direct photon production and refer the reader to Ref. 66 for an analysis that
includes fragmentation photons. We note that from an experimental standpoint, fragmentation
photons can largely be eliminated through isolation cuts.
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from both the PHENIX Collaboration62 and the STAR Collaboration.63 Much of
the work in the literature has centered on effects from the transversely polarized
proton.18,21,25,33,47,61,64–66 Like with the pion SSA, these include both qgq and
tri-gluon SGPs as well as SFPs. The tri-gluon SGPs were shown to be negligi-
ble in the forward region.33 The qgq SGP and SFP terms are given, respectively,
by18,21,25,47,61,64–66
Eγdσ
SGPqgq
(T ) (SP )
d3~q
= −4αemαsM
S
P
′PqSP
∫ 1
0
dx′
∫ 1
0
dx δ(sˆ+ tˆ+ uˆ)
×
∑
a
e2a
1
NcCF
pi
sˆuˆ
[
− 1
2Nc
f a¯1 (x
′)Sa¯a +
Nc
2
fg1 (x
′)Sga
][
F aFT (x, x)− x
dF aFT (x, x)
dx
]
,
(15)
Eγdσ
SFP
(T ) (SP )
d3~q
= −4αemαsM
S
P
′PqSP
∫ 1
0
dx′
∫ 1
0
dx δ(sˆ+ tˆ+ uˆ)
× pi
sˆ
1
2Nc
∑
a
{∑
b
eaeb S
SFP
ab [F
a
FT (0, x)−GaFT (0, x)] f b1(x′)
+
∑
b
eaeb S
SFP
ab¯ [F
a
FT (0, x)−GaFT (0, x)] f b¯1(x′)
+ e2a S
SFP
qg [F
a
FT (0, x)−GaFT (0, x)] fg1 (x′)
}
, (16)
where Nc = 3, CF = 4/3, αem = e
2/4pi and the hard factors Sa¯a, Sga, S
SFP
ab ,
SSFP
ab¯
, SSFPag are given in Ref. 37. The sum for a is over all quark and antiquark
flavors (a = u, d, s, u¯, d¯, s¯), and
∑
b is understood to mean that the sum for b is
restricted over quark flavors when a is a quark and over antiquark flavors when a
is an antiquark.
Only recently was the piece from the unpolarized proton calculated.37 This part
involves the chiral-odd qgq SGP functionHFU (x, x)
o that couples to the transversity
h1.
p The final result is given by37
Eγdσ(U)(SP )
d3~q
= −4αemαsM
S
P
′PqSP
∫ 1
0
dx′
∫ 1
0
dx δ(sˆ+ tˆ+ uˆ)
× pi
sˆ
∑
a
e2a
[(
HaFU (x
′, x′)− x′ dH
a
FU (x
′, x′)
dx′
)
ha¯1(x)
SSGP1
tˆ
−HaFU (x′, x′)ha¯1(x)SSGP2
]
, (17)
where the hard scattering coefficients SSGP1 , S
SGP
2 can be found in Ref. 37. The
notation for the cross section indicates that this is the entire term for the unpolarized
oWe note that tri-gluon correlators are only relevant for transversely polarized hadrons.
pIn principle, one can also have a SFP term that involves HFU (0, x), but the hard factor vanishes
when one sums overs all diagrams.37
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Fig. 6. AN vs. xF in direct photon production at fixed η = 3.0 and
√
S = 200, 510 GeV. The
SGP pieces are given by the long-dashed curve for FFT (x, x) and the short-dashed curve for
HFU (x, x). The transversely polarized SFP part is shown by the dot-dashed curve. Note again
that the unpolarized SFP term vanishes. The sum of all contributions is the solid curve. The
shaded area gives the error band in the calculation as described in Ref.37 Figure adapted with
permission from Ref.37 Copyrighted by the American Physical Society.
proton. We note that HFU (x, x) has a model-independent relation to the TMD
Boer-Mulders function67 h⊥1 (x, k
2
T ) that enters asymmetries in SIDIS and DY. The
identity reads44
piHqFU (x, x) = h
⊥(1),q
1 (x)
∣∣
SIDIS
= −h⊥(1),q1 (x)
∣∣
DY
, (18)
where
h
⊥(1),q
1 (x) ≡
∫
d2kT
~k2T
2M2
h⊥1 (x, k
2
T ) . (19)
As with the jet asymmetry, one still cannot isolate the QS function in Eq. (15)
unless the other terms (16), (17) are negligible. Therefore, the authors of Ref. 37
gave a numerical estimate for the direct photon SSA from the sum of Eqs. (15), (16),
and (17) in order to determine which piece is dominant. The functions FFT (x, x)
and HFU (x, x) and were fixed by Eqs. (9) and (18), respectively, that relate the first
to the Sivers function and the second to the Boer-Mulders function. Since at this
point there is no information on the SFP functions FFT (0, x) and GFT (0, x), the
assumption was made that FFT (0, x) − GFT (0, x) = FFT (x, x).27 Based on these
inputs, one finds an AN for direct photon production as given in Fig. 6, where
the effects could be on the order of 1% − 4% in magnitude. From these plots, one
sees that the QS function is the main cause the asymmetry. Thus, data from the
direct photon SSA would allow for a clean extraction of the QS function. Moreover,
since these results use Eq. (9) to fix the FFT (x, x) in terms of the Sivers function,
a clear signal of a negative asymmetry would be strong indication on the process
dependence of the Sivers function.
3.3. ALT in p
↑ ~p→ {pi, jet, γ}X
The SSAs discussed so far in this section are na¨ıve T-odd, twist-3 observables. As
we have seen, these processes are intimately connected to the quark-gluon structure
of hadrons. In addition, there is another set of reactions that offer a complimentary,
yet equally important, insight into multi-parton correlations. These are the na¨ıve T-
even, twist-3 longitudinal-transverse DSAs, denoted ALT . The most famous twist-3
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DSA is ALT in inclusive DIS, which can be written in terms of a single function,
gT (x), and has been studied experimentally quite a bit (see Ref. 68 for the most
recent data). However, the landscape of ALT observables goes well beyond this
simple process. Extensive work has been performed on longitudinal-transverse DSAs
in the Drell-Yan process;69–72 in inclusive lepton production from W -boson decay
in proton-proton scattering;31 for jet production73 and pion production74 in lepton-
nucleon collisions; and for direct photon production,75 jet/pion production,76–78 and
D-meson production79 in proton-proton collisions.
Here we focus on the results for the process
p(P, SP ) + p(P
′,Λ)→ pi(Ph) +X , (20)
where all three terms in Eq. (2) enter. Specifically, one receives twist-3 contributions
from (a) the transversely polarized proton, (b) the longitudinally polarized proton,
and (c) the (unpolarized) final-state pion. The qgq piece to (a) was calculated in
Ref. 76,q while (b) was computed in Ref. 78 and (c) in Ref. 77. The three results
read, respectively,
Ehdσ
NPqgq
(T ) (SP ,Λ)
d3 ~Ph
=
2α2sM
S
Λ (PhT · SP )
∑
i
∑
a, b, c
∫ 1
0
dz
z3
∫ 1
0
dx′
x′
∫ 1
0
dx
x
δ(sˆ+ tˆ+ uˆ)
× gb1(x′)Dc1(z)
1
mˆi
{[
g
(1),a
1T (x)− x
dg
(1),a
1T (x)
dx
]
Sig1T
+
∫ 1
−1
dx1
[
GaDT (x, x1)S
i
GDT − F aDT (x, x1)SiFDT
]}
,
(21)
Ehdσ(L)(SP ,Λ)
d3 ~Ph
=
2α2sM
S
Λ (PhT · SP )
∑
i
∑
a,b,c
∫ 1
0
dz
z3
∫ 1
0
dx
x
∫ 1
0
dx′ δ(sˆ+ tˆ+ uˆ)
×ha1(x)Dc1(z)
[
hb1(x
′)Sih1 + h
b
L(x
′)SihL +
dh
⊥(1),b
1L (x
′)
dx′
Sih⊥1L
]
, (22)
Ehdσ
Frag(SP ,Λ)
d3 ~Ph
= −2α
2
sMh
S
Λ (PhT · SP )
∑
i
∑
a,b,c
∫ 1
0
dz
z3
∫ 1
0
dx′
x′
∫ 1
0
dx
x
δ(sˆ+ tˆ+ uˆ)
× ha1(x) gb1(x′)
(
1
z
Ec(z)SiE
)
. (23)
where the hard factors Si can be found in the aforementioned references. In Eq. (21),
mˆi is a Mandelstam variable specific to each channel and can be found in Table 1
qThe tri-gluon part to (a) has not been calculated yet, but should not be significant in the forward
region.
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of Ref. 76. We have chosen to write (21) in terms of D-type functions in order to
obtain a “compact” form for the result.76 Notice that since DSAs are na¨ıve T-even
effects, one finds this term contains the non-pole (NP ) pieces of FDT and GDT .
There are several important reasons to study ALT in proton-proton collisions.
First, as alluded to above, one sees from Eq. (21) that ALT is sensitive to the off-
diagonal (i.e., x 6= x1) parts of the transversely polarized qgq PDFs. This is crucial
information in its own right, but one also must know the off-diagonal pieces of FFT
and GFT in order to fully determine the evolution of FFT (x, x),
80–84 which of course
is needed in SSAs. Second, we have discussed how the pion SSA could receive a dom-
inant contribution from the twist-3 FF Hˆ=FU ,
59 which is the imaginary part of the
correlator HˆFU . In the ALT case, one becomes sensitive (see Eq. (23)) to the real part
of that same correlator since E(z) = −2z ∫∞
z
d(1/z1) Hˆ
<
FU (z, z1)/(1/z − 1/z1).74,77
Therefore, one can learn information about HˆFU from DSAs that compliments that
from SSAs. Lastly, given the fact that there is still not a definitive conclusion as
to what causes the pion SSAs in proton-proton collisions, it is crucial to test the
collinear twist-3 mechanism used to describe them by measuring other observables
like ALT .
Nevertheless, the longitudinal-transverse DSA in proton-proton collisions has
not received much attention from experiments. However, two related observables,
ALT in SIDIS
85 and in ~`n↑ → piX,86 have been measured and nonzero effects have
been found. Still, RHIC, with the only source of (independently manipulated) po-
larized proton beams in the world, has yet to explore ALT in p
↑~p → piX despite
measuring asymmetries for every other combination of proton spins. It will be im-
portant to better develop the phenomenology of ALT in proton-proton collisions,
which so far has been limited by the scarce information available on the relevant
non-perturbative inputs, in order to motivate a measurement of this observable at
RHIC.
4. AN in lepton-nucleon collisions
As we have seen, SSAs (and DSAs) in proton-proton collisions involve various pieces
that are difficult to isolate. Moreover, there is still not a definitive conclusion as to
what causes these asymmetries. Therefore, much work in the last several years has
been devoted to SSAs (and DSAs) in the simpler process of `N → C X for various
spin configurations and final states.38,42,46,73,74,87–91 In this section, we focus on
SSAs in `N↑ → piX. There are several reasons this reaction has been analyzed: first,
one replaces the unpolarized proton in p↑p→ piX with a lepton, which drastically
reduces the number of Feynman diagrams in the calculation; second, one eliminates
(at leading order (LO)) tri-gluon correlators and SFPs in the transversely polarized
proton; third, HERMES92 and Jefferson Lab (JLab) Hall A93 have measured this
observable, and a future Electron-Ion Collider (EIC)94 will also provide valuable
data on this reaction.
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The analytical result for the process
`(l) +N(P, SN )→ pi(Ph) +X (24)
is similar in structure to Eqs. (7), (11) and reads90
Ehdσ(SN )
d3 ~Ph
= −8α
2
em
S
lPPhSN
∑
a
e2a
∫ 1
0
dz
z3
∫ 1
0
dx
x
δ(sˆ+ tˆ+ uˆ)
×
{
− piM
uˆ
Da1(z)
(
F aFT (x, x)− x
dF aFT (x, x)
dx
)[
sˆ(sˆ2 + uˆ2)
2tˆ3
]
+
Mh
−xuˆ− tˆ h
a
1(x)
{(
H
⊥(1),a
1 (z)− z
dH
⊥(1),a
1 (z)
dz
)[
(1− x)sˆuˆ
tˆ2
]
+
1
z
Ha(z)
[
sˆ(sˆ2 + (x− 1)uˆ2)
tˆ3
]
+
2
z
∫ ∞
z
dz1
z21
1(
1
z − 1z1
)2 Hˆa,=FU (z, z1)[xsˆ2uˆtˆ3
]}}
,
(25)
where the Mandelstam variables are defined like in Eqs. (6), (8) but with P ′ → l
and x′ = 1.
Based on Eq. (25), one can give an estimate for this observable by using known
inputs for the non-perturbative functions. Specifically, the authors of Ref. 90 used
Eq. (9) to fix FFT (x, x) in terms of the Sivers function, Eq. (13) to fix H
⊥(1)
1 (z) in
terms of the Collins function, and the extraction of Hˆ=FU (z, z1) from Ref. 59 (along
with the QCD EOM relation (12)) to fix Hˆ=FU (z, z1) and H(z). Their results for
HERMES kinematicsr are shown in Fig. 7. One sees that the phenomenological
curves generally disagree with the data, although most likely the theoretical error
band is underestimated (see Ref. 90 for details). Moreover, due to the typically low
value of PhT at HERMES (∼ 1 − 2 GeV), and the fact that almost all the pions
come from quasi-real photoproduction,92 the majority of the data from HERMES
(and JLabs) is not covered by a LO calculation. It will be important in the future to
conduct a next-to-leading order (NLO) computation of AN for this process. Already
a NLO calculation of the unpolarized cross section has been performed that shows
quite large corrections to the LO formalism.95,96
Beyond the current data we have on this observable, a future EIC can offer
unique insight into AN in lepton-nucleon collisions. Most notably, an EIC will be
able to measure this process in the forward region of the proton, analogous to what
has already been done at RHIC. An estimate for this asymmetry is given in Figs. 8,
rNote that in the HERMES convention, positive Feynman-x (which is denoted by xHF ) corresponds
to hadrons going in the direction of the lepton, i.e., in the backward region of the target proton.
This convention has the opposite sign compared to xF used in the proton-proton collisions, i.e.,
xHF = −xF .
sIn fact, the JLab measurements are in the non-perturbative regime (PhT < 1 GeV) and, therefore,
one cannot rigorously compare their data to theory estimates.
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Fig. 7. AN vs. x
H
F for charged pion production in electron-proton collisions at HERMES kine-
matics (PhT = 1 GeV and
√
S = 7.25 GeV). The data are from Ref.92 The contributions from
FFT (x, x), Hˆ(z) ≡ H⊥(1)1 (z), H(z), and Hˆ=FU (z, z1) in Eq. (25) are, respectively, the dashed line,
dotted line, dot-dashed line, and 3-dotted-dashed line. The solid curve is the total contribution
from all terms. The error band is due to uncertainties in the Sivers, Collins, and transversity
functions estimated in Refs.50,57 Note that positive xHF corresponds to pions in the backward
direction with respect to the target proton. Figure reprinted with permission from L. Gamberg,
et al., Phys. Rev. D90, 074012 (2014). Copyright (2014) by the American Physical Society.
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Fig. 8. AN vs. xF for pi
0 and pi+ production in electron-proton collisions at EIC kinematics
(PhT = 3 GeV and
√
S = 63 GeV). The lines are the same as in Fig 7. Figure reprinted with
permission from L. Gamberg, et al., Phys. Rev. D90, 074012 (2014). Copyright (2014) by the
American Physical Society.
9, and it could be as large as ∼ 20% − 30%. In addition, an EIC would be able to
test the recently proposed mechanism behind AN in proton-proton collisions, i.e.,
that these effects are due to the twist-3 FF Hˆ=FU .
59 For example, in Fig. 9, one sees
that Hˆ=FU can cause AN for pi
− to change sign. This demonstrates how one can
learn about SSAs in proton-proton collision by studying the analogous observable
in lepton-nucleon collisions.
5. Recent theoretical progress in the twist-3 formalism
There has been some progress made recently in solidifying the twist-3 formalism,
most notably from Ref. 38, which we summarize here. As one might gather from
the previous sections, the common ingredient to any twist-3 observable is that there
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Fig. 9. AN vs. xF for pi
− production in electron-proton collisions at EIC kinematics (PhT =
3 GeV and
√
S = 63 GeV). The plots show the effect of Hˆ=FU on the asymmetry, with the left one
having Hˆ=FU 6= 0 and the right one having Hˆ=FU = 0. The lines are the same as in Fig 7. Figure
reprinted with permission from L. Gamberg, et al., Phys. Rev. D90, 074012 (2014). Copyright
(2014) by the American Physical Society.
must be a transverse vector in the process, e.g., a proton carrying a transverse spin.
Two lightcone vectors are needed in order to define a transverse direction relative
to this proton. One of these vectors is naturally the momentum P of the proton
(assuming its mass is negligible) and the other vector n must be “adjoint” to P .
That is, n must satisfy
n2 = 0, P · n = 1 . (26)
From this, one can define a transverse vector relative to P, n as aµT = a
µ − (a ·
P )nµ − (a · n)Pµ. Likewise, there are also lightcone vectors Ph,m associated with
the final-state hadron that satisfy
m2 = 0, Ph ·m = 1 , (27)
with a transverse vector relative to Ph,m defined as a
µ
⊥ = a
µ−(a·Ph)mµ−(a·m)Pµh .
Thus, transverse spin observables, a priori, depend on n and m.
Therefore, since the conditions (26), (27) do not completely fix n and m,38
twist-3 cross sections could depend on the choice one makes for these vectors, which
would violate Lorentz invariance.38 In fact, one does find that twist-3 observables
calculated in different frames appear to give different results.38,74 Nevertheless,
with the use of so-called Lorentz invariance relations (LIRs), which are given in
Appendix B.3, one can explicitly eliminate this spurious dependence on n and m
and bring twist-3 cross sections into a manifestly Lorentz invariant form.38 The
authors of Ref. 38 demonstrated this for asymmetries in `N → hX for various lep-
ton/nucleon/hadron polarizations: AUTU ≡ AN , ALTU ≡ ALT , AUUT , ALUT . Fur-
thermore, agreement was found between calculations in two different color gauges,
and the cross sections were also shown to satisfy electromagnetic gauge invariance.38
Therefore, the analytical techniques use to calculate twist-3 observables in proton-
proton and lepton-nucleon collisions seem to be on solid ground.
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Table 2. The reduction of Table 1 to the set of funda-
mental (independent) collinear twist-3 functions.
Hadron
Pol.
FF(z, z1)
dynamicaldynamical
PDF(x, x1)
L Hˆ
ℜ,ℑ
FL
HFL
T Dˆ
ℜ,ℑ
FT , Gˆ
ℜ,ℑ
FTFFT , GFT
U Hˆ
ℜ,ℑ
FU
HFU
In addition, given the full set of EOM relations and LIRs that connect intrinsic,
kinematical, and dynamical twist-3 functions (see Appendix B.2 and Appendix B.3),
one can actually write all intrinsic and kinematical functions in terms of dynamical
ones.38 This is shown explicitly in Appendix B.4, which allows us to reduce Table 1
to Table 2. Thus, observables involving the transverse spin of hadrons give us direct
access to multi-parton correlations, and these are the fundamental (independent)
functions that drive twist-3 observables.
6. Outlook and future research
Transverse spin observables in hadronic processes have been a fruitful source of
research for 40 years. In this review, we have focused on single-inclusive hard scat-
tering processes where one can apply collinear factorization. These reactions provide
a critical test of the pQCD framework, and we have outlined the recent progress in
this area of spin physics. Some of the highlights include:
1) The large SSAs seen in p↑p → piX1–14 are not due to effects in the trans-
versely polarized proton (i.e., the QS function)46,51,52 but could mainly
arise from parton fragmentation effects during the formation of the final-
state pion.59
2) The SSA in p↑p → γ X can provide a clean extraction of the QS function
as well as test the process dependence of the Sivers function.37,47 Data is
on tape from PHENIX and STAR for this observable.62,63
3) Longitudinal-transverse DSAs can provide complimentary, yet equally im-
portant, information as SSAs on the quark-gluon structure of hadrons. The
main analytical results have been calculated,76–78 although more work is
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needed on the phenomenology. No experiments at RHIC have ever mea-
sured this asymmetry.
4) SSAs and DSAs in lepton-nucleon collisions allow one to gain insight into,
as well as the test the mechanisms behind, the analogous effects in proton-
proton collisions.38,42,46,73,74,90,91 These observables themselves have been
measured at HERMES92 and JLab93 in the backward region, and unique
information on SSAs in the forward region will be accessible at an EIC.90
5) Even though within the collinear twist-3 framework there are a plethora
of matrix elements (intrinsic, kinematical, and dynamical) that enter into
these transverse spin effects (see Table 1), the fundamental (independent)
objects are the dynamical functions.38 Thus, SSAs and DSAs give direct
access to multi-parton correlations in hadrons.
Nevertheless, even with these advances, there are still unresolved issues in our
understanding of the transverse spin effects discussed here that will be addressed
by future theoretical and experimental research. First, from the theoretical side,
one must determine how the additional constraints from LIRs involving twist-3
FFs38 affect the phenomenological extraction of these functions and fits to data,
like those in Refs. 59, 90. Next, (unweighted) twist-3 cross sections should be cal-
culated at NLO, which would extend the NLO calculations of PhT -weighted twist-3
SSAs.82,97,98 Lepton-nucleon collisions are the most reasonable observable to per-
form such a computation, and a NLO result for this reaction also has practical
phenomenological applications (see the discussion in Ref. 90). Already, progress has
been made on this front with a NLO calculation of the unpolarized cross section.95,96
Furthermore, there has been tremendous work over the last several years on factor-
ization and evolution in TMD processes (see Ref. 99 for an overview), where there
are two scales Q1, Q2 with Q1  Q2. These TMD reactions are related to collinear
observables in the region Q1 ∼ Q2, and one should further examine and extend
this connection in order to improve the phenomenology in processes like SIDIS and
Drell-Yan (see, e.g., Ref. 100).
In addition to these theoretical efforts, there are several near- and long-term ex-
perimental measurements that will aid in finding a definitive answer to what causes
SSAs in proton-proton (and proton-nucleus) collisions. First, at RHIC, along with
the AN data already mentioned in this review, there will be more data upcoming
from STAR on photon, W±, Z, and DY final states as well as charged hadrons
and “flavor enhanced” jets.101 In order to explore whether AN is the result of a
2-to-2 hard scattering mechanism (like in the collinear twist-3 framework), there
will also be measurements of SSAs in diffractive events.101 (We mention that other
alternative mechanisms to explain SSAs have been proposed in Refs. 102–105.)
Furthermore, RHIC will look to expand their data on SSAs in proton-nucleus col-
lisions,106 which has been a fruitful source of research connecting (transverse) spin
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and small-x/saturation physics.104,107–115
Along with these measurements at RHIC, there is also the potential for SSAs
to be examined at a polarized fixed target experiment, called AFTER, at the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC).116,117 The study of SSAs at the LHC would provide more
statistics and a higher reach in PhT than RHIC. This would allow AFTER to not
just supplement the RHIC data, but also give new insight into outstanding questions
involving SSAs118,119 (e.g., whether or not the asymmetries fall off at large PhT ).
Finally, an EIC would give unique information on SSAs in lepton-nucleon collisions
in the forward region, which are intimately connected to the analogous asymmetries
in proton-proton collisions. Thus, such measurements would allow one to test what
causes SSAs proton-proton reactions and, because there will be more precise data,
call for new rigorous phenomenological analyses.38,42,73,74,90,91
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Appendix A. Operator definitions of collinear twist-3 functions
In this appendix, we give the operator definitions of the collinear twist-3 functions
used in the main text, which are the same as those in Ref. 38. We start with the
intrinsic functions, which are based on the correlators
Φqij(x) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dλ
2pi
eiλx〈P, S| q¯j(0)W[0 ; λn] qi(λn) |P, S〉 , (A.1)
∆qij(z) =
1
Nc
∑
X
∫ ∫ ∞
−∞
dλ
2pi
e−i
λ
z 〈0|W[±∞m ; 0] qi(0) |PhSh; X〉
×〈PhSh; X| q¯j(λm)W[λm ; ±∞m] |0〉 , (A.2)
where q is a quark field and W is a Wilson line that renders the matrix elements
color gauge invariant. The momenta P is that of the nucleon and Ph that of the
outgoing hadron. The number of colors is indicated by Nc. The two definitions (A.1)
and (A.2) also use two lightcone vectors n and m that satisfy n2 = 0, P ·n = 1 and
m2 = 0, Ph ·m = 1. The spin S of the nucleon satisfies S2 = −1 and P ·S = 0, and
likewise for Ph, Sh.
The correlators Φ and ∆ can be parameterized in terms scalar functions, and
(up to twist-3 accuracy) read120–122
Φq(x)=
1
2
(
/P fq1 (x) +M e
q(x)−M (S · n) /Pγ5 gq1(x) + 12M2 (S · n) [ /P, /n]γ5 hqL(x)
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−1
2
[ /P, /S]γ5 h
q
1(x)−M (/S − (S · n) /P )γ5 gqT (x)
)
, (A.3)
∆q(z)=
1
z
(
/PhD
q
1(z) +MhE
q(z) + i2Mh[ /Ph, /m]H
q(z)−Mh (Sh ·m) /Phγ5Gq1(z)
+ 12M
2
h(Sh ·m) [ /Ph, /m]γ5HqL(z)−M2h(Sh ·m)iγ5EqL(z)−
1
2
[ /Ph, /Sh]γ5H
q
1 (z)
−Mh PhmαShγαDqT (z)−Mh (/Sh − (Sh ·m) /Ph)γ5GqT (z)
)
,
(A.4)
where the nucleon mass M and hadron mass Mh are introduced to make the PDFs
and FFs dimensionless. The convention for the Levi-Civita tensor is 0123 = +1.
We next turn to the kinematical functions, which are derived from the following
TMD matrix elements,
Φqij(x, kT )=
∫ ∞
−∞
dλ
2pi
∫
d2zT
(2pi)2
eixλ+ikT ·zT 〈P, S| q¯j(0)W[0 ; ∞n]W[∞n ; ∞n+∞zT ]
×W[∞n+∞zT ; ∞n+ zT ]W[∞n+ zT ; λn+ zT ] qi(λn+ zT ) |P, S〉 ,
(A.5)
∆qij(z, p⊥)=
1
Nc
∑
X
∫ ∫ ∞
−∞
dλ
2pi
∫
d2z⊥
(2pi)2
e−i
λ
z−ip⊥·z⊥〈0|W[±∞m+∞z⊥ ; ±∞m]
×W[±∞m ; 0] qi(0)|PhSh; X〉〈PhSh; X| q¯j(λm+ z⊥)
×W[λm+ z⊥ ; ±∞m+ z⊥]W[±∞m+ z⊥ ; ±∞m+∞z⊥] |0〉 .
(A.6)
The kinematical twist-3 correlators Φρ∂(x) and ∆
ρ
∂(z) are then generated by weight-
ing the correlators Φ(x, kT ) and ∆(z, p⊥) by kT or p⊥ and integrating over it,
Φq,ρ∂,ij(x) =
∫
d2kT k
ρ
T Φ
q
ij(x, kT ) , (A.7)
∆q,ρ∂,ij(z) =
∫
d2p⊥ p
ρ
⊥∆
q
ij(z, p⊥) . (A.8)
One finds these matrix elements can be parameterized as,120–122
Φq,ρ∂ (x)=
1
2
(
MPnρS /P f
⊥(1), q
1T (x)−M(Sρ − P ρ(n · S)) /Pγ5 g(1), q1T (x)
+
1
2
M2(n · S) ([ /P, γρ]γ5 − P ρ[ /P, /n]γ5) h⊥(1), q1L (x)
+
i
2
M ([ /P, γρ]− P ρ[ /P, /n]) h⊥(1), q1 (x)
)
, (A.9)
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∆q,ρ∂ (z)=
1
z
(
Mh
PhmρSh /PhD
⊥(1), q
1T (z)
−Mh(Sρh − P ρh (m · Sh)) /Phγ5G⊥(1), q1T (z)
+
1
2
M2h(m · Sh) ([ /Ph, γρ]γ5 − P ρh [ /Ph, /m]γ5) H⊥(1), q1L (z)
+
i
2
Mh ([ /Ph, γ
ρ]− P ρh [ /Ph, /m]) H⊥(1), q1 (z)
)
. (A.10)
where f (1)(x) and D(1)(z) are defined in Eqs. (3), (4).
We finish with the dynamical functions, which are quark-gluon-quark correlators
given by
Φq,ρF,ij(x, x1)=
∫ ∞
−∞
dλ
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dµ
2pi
eix1λ+i(x−x1)µ
×〈P, S| q¯j(0)W[0 ; µn] ignηF ηρ(µn)W[µn ; λn] qi(λn) |P, S〉 , (A.11)
∆q,ρF,ij(z, z1)=
1
Nc
∑
X
∫ ∫ ∞
−∞
dλ
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dµ
2pi
ei
λ
z1
+i( 1z− 1z1 )µ〈0|W[±∞m ; µm] igmηF ηρ(µm)
×W[µm ; λm]qi(λm) |PhSh ; X〉〈PhSh ; X| q¯j(0)W[0 ; ±∞m] |0〉 .
(A.12)
These matrix elements can likewise be parameterized in terms of scalar functions,
and they read16,18,22,34,35,38,91,123,124
Φq,ρF (x, x1) =
M
2
(
PnρS /P iF qFT (x, x1)− (Sρ − P ρ(n · S)) /Pγ5GqFT (x, x1)
+
i
2
([ /P, γρ]− P ρ[ /P, /n]) iHqFU (x, x1)
+
M
2
(n · S) ([ /P, γρ]γ5 − P ρ[ /P, /n]γ5) HqFL(x, x1)
)
, (A.13)
∆q,ρF (z, z1) =
Mh
z
(
PhmρSh /Ph iDˆ
q
FT (z, z1)− (Sρh − P ρh (m · Sh)) /Phγ5 GˆqFT (z, z1)
+
i
2
([ /Ph, γ
ρ]− P ρh [ /Ph, /m]) iHˆqFU (z, z1)
+
Mh
2
(m · Sh) ([ /Ph, γρ]γ5 − P ρh [ /Ph, /m]γ5) HˆqFL(z, z1)
)
. (A.14)
The dynamical PDFs have certain symmetry properties: FFT (x, x1) = FFT (x1, x),
HFU (x, x1) = HFU (x1, x), GFT (x, x1) = −GFT (x1, x) and HFL(x, x1) =
−HFL(x1, x). Hence, GFT (x, x) = HFL(x, x) = 0. In addition, they have sup-
port on |x | ≤ 1, |x1| ≤ 1, and |x − x1| ≤ 1. On the fragmentation side we have in
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general ∆ρF (z, z) = 0,
56 ∆ρF (z, 0) = 0,
56 and ∂∂(1/z1)∆
ρ
F (z, z1)
∣∣∣
z1=z
= 0.38 Also, the
dynamical FFs are complex and have support on 0 ≤ z ≤ 1 and z < z1 <∞.
We mention that the dynamical functions in Eqs. (A.13), (A.14) are sometimes
called F-type functions because they are defined using the gluon field strength tensor
Fµν . There are also so-called D-type functions where one makes the replacement
gnηF
ηρ → Dρ (or gmηF ηρ → Dρ), with Dρ = ∂ρ − igAρ the covariant derivative.
However, the D-type functions can be written in terms of the F-type (see Appendix
B.1), so they are not additional independent functions. We also note that one can
define antiquark/charge-conjugated twist-3 PDFs and FFs, and we refer the reader
to Ref. 38 for a nice summary of these functions and (for the PDF case) their
relations to the quark ones.
Appendix B. Operator relations between collinear twist-3
functions
Appendix B.1. Relations between F-type and D-type functions
As we discussed in the last paragraph of Appendix A, the dynamical twist-3 func-
tions can be defined in terms of either F-type correlators (that involve the gluon
field strength tensor) or D-type correlators (that involve the covariant derivative).
Here we give the relations between these two types of functions. For the twist-3
PDFs we havet (see also Refs. 16, 19, 22, 39, 78, 124)
F qDT (x, x1) = PV
F qFT (x, x1)
x− x1 , (B.1)
GqDT (x, x1) = PV
GqFT (x, x1)
x− x1 + δ(x− x1) g
(1),q
1T (x) , (B.2)
HqDL(x, x1) = PV
HqFL(x, x1)
x− x1 + δ(x− x1)h
⊥(1),q
1L (x) , (B.3)
HqDU (x, x1) = PV
HqFU (x, x1)
x− x1 , (B.4)
and for the twist-3 FFs we find (see also Refs. 29, 34, 35, 91)
DˆqDT (z, z1) =
DˆqFT (z, z1)
1
z − 1z1
− i δ(1/z − 1/z1)D⊥(1),q1T (z) , (B.5)
GˆqDT (z, z1) =
GˆqFT (z, z1)
1
z − 1z1
+ δ(1/z − 1/z1)G(1),q1T (z) , (B.6)
tNote that PV is the principal value.
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HˆqDL(z, z1) =
HˆqFL(z, z1)
1
z − 1z1
+ δ(1/z − 1/z1)H⊥(1),q1L (z) , (B.7)
HˆqDU (z, z1) =
HˆqFU (z, z1)
1
z − 1z1
− i δ(1/z − 1/z1)H⊥(1),q1 (z) . (B.8)
Appendix B.2. Equation of motion relations
One can use the QCD equation of motion (EOM),u (i /D(y) − mq)q(y) = 0, to
connect the intrinsic, kinematical, and dynamical functions. These are called EOM
relations and read (see also Refs. 16,22,34,35,91,123–126)
x gqT (x) = g
(1),q
1T (x) +
mq
M
hq1(x)− PV
∫ 1
−1
dx1
F qFT (x, x1)−GqFT (x, x1)
x− x1 , (B.9)
xhqL(x) = −2h⊥(1),q1L (x) +
mq
M
gq1(x)− 2PV
∫ 1
−1
dx1
HqFL(x, x1)
x− x1 , (B.10)
x eq(x) =
mq
M
fq1 (x)− 2PV
∫ 1
−1
dx1
HqFU (x, x1)
x− x1 , (B.11)
for the twist-3 PDFs, and
1
z
(iHq(z)− Eq(z)) = 2
∫ ∞
z
dz1
z21
HˆqFU (z, z1)
1
z − 1z1
− 2iH⊥(1),q1 (z)−
mq
Mh
Dq1(z) , (B.12)
1
z
(iDqT (z)−GqT (z)) =
∫ ∞
z
dz1
z21
(
DˆqFT (z, z1)− GˆqFT (z, z1)
)
1
z − 1z1
−
(
iD
⊥(1),q
1T (z) +G
(1),q
1T (z)
)
− mq
Mh
Hq1 (z) , (B.13)
1
z
(iEqL(z) +H
q
L(z)) = −2
∫ ∞
z
dz1
z21
HˆqFL(z, z1)
1
z − 1z1
− 2H⊥(1),q1L (z) +
mq
Mh
Gq1(z) ,
(B.14)
for the twist-3 FFs.
Appendix B.3. Lorentz invariance relations
Another set of formulae between the intrinsic, kinematical, and dynamical func-
tions are derived from identities among non-local operators where constraints from
Lorentz invariance are taken into account. These are known as Lorentz invariance
uThe quark mass is denoted mq .
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relations (LIRs). The LIRs for twist-3 PDFs read (see also Refs. 22,127–129)
gqT (x) = g
q
1(x) +
d
dx
g
(1),q
1T (x)− 2PV
∫ 1
−1
dx1
GqFT (x, x1)
(x− x1)2 , (B.15)
hqL(x) = h
q
1(x)−
d
dx
h
⊥(1),q
1L (x) + 2PV
∫ 1
−1
dx1
HqFL(x, x1)
(x− x1)2 , (B.16)
and for twist-3 FFs are (see Ref. 38 where these expressions were derived for the
first time)
DqT (z)
z
= −
(
1− z d
dz
)
D
⊥(1),q
1T (z)−
2
z
∫ ∞
z
dz1
z21
Dˆq,=FT (z, z1)
(1/z − 1/z1)2 , (B.17)
GqT (z)
z
=
Gq1(z)
z
+
(
1− z d
dz
)
G
(1),q
1T (z)−
2
z
∫ ∞
z
dz1
z21
Gˆq,<FT (z, z1)
(1/z − 1/z1)2 , (B.18)
HqL(z)
z
=
Hq1 (z)
z
−
(
1− z d
dz
)
H
⊥(1),q
1L (z) +
2
z
∫ ∞
z
dz1
z21
Hˆq,<FL (z, z1)
(1/z − 1/z1)2 , (B.19)
Hq(z)
z
= −
(
1− z d
dz
)
H
⊥(1),q
1 (z)−
2
z
∫ ∞
z
dz1
z21
Hˆq,=FU (z, z1)
(1/z − 1/z1)2 . (B.20)
Appendix B.4. Expressions for intrinsic and kinematical twist-3
functions in terms of dynamical twist-3 functions
In Appendix B.2 and Appendix B.3 we have seen how intrinsic, kinematical, and
dynamical functions are related to each other. From those formulae, one can solve for
the intrinsic and kinematical functions in terms of the dynamical ones. We findv(see
Ref. 38)
gqT (x) =
∫ (x)
x
dx′
gq1(x
′)
x′
+
mq
M
(
1
x
hq1(x) +
∫ x
(x)
dx′
hq1(x
′)
x′2
)
+
∫ (x)
x
dx1
x21
PV
∫ 1
−1
dx2
[
1− x1 δ(x1 − x)
x1 − x2 F
q
FT (x1, x2)
− 3x1 − x2 − x1(x1 − x2) δ(x1 − x)
(x1 − x2)2 G
q
FT (x1, x2)
]
, (B.21)
g
(1),q
1T (x) = x
∫ (x)
x
dx′
gq1(x
′)
x′
+
mq
M
x
∫ x
(x)
dx′
hq1(x
′)
x′2
vNote that (x) = 2θ(x) − 1, and PDFs at x < 0 represent antiquark distributions. Also, it is to
be understood that x falls within the range of integration (x, (x)), i.e.,
∫ (x)
x dx1f(x1)δ(x1−x) =
f(x). Similarly,
∫ 1
z dz1D(z1)δ(1/z1 − 1/z) = z2D(z).
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+ x
∫ (x)
x
dx1
x21
PV
∫ 1
−1
dx2
[
F qFT (x1, x2)
x1 − x2 −
(3x1 − x2)GqFT (x1, x2)
(x1 − x2)2
]
,
(B.22)
hqL(x) = 2x
∫ (x)
x
dx1
hq1(x1)
x21
+
mq
M
(
gq1(x)
x
− 2x
∫ (x)
x
dx1
gq1(x1)
x31
)
+ 4x
∫ (x)
x
dx1
x31
PV
∫ 1
−1
dx2
(x1/2)(x2 − x1)δ(x1 − x) + 2x1 − x2
(x1 − x2)2 H
q
FL(x1, x2) .
(B.23)
h
⊥(1),q
1L (x) = x
2
∫ (x)
x
dx1
hq1(x1)
x21
− mq
M
x2
∫ (x)
x
dx1
gq1(x1)
x31
+ 2x2
∫ (x)
x
dx1
x31
PV
∫ 1
−1
dx2
2x1 − x2
(x1 − x2)2H
q
FL(x1, x2) . (B.24)
for the twist-3 PDFs, and
DqT (z) = −z
∫ 1
z
dz1
z1
∫ ∞
z1
dz2
z22
×
(
1 + 1z1 δ
(
1
z1
− 1z
))
Gˆq,=FT (z1, z2)
1
z1
− 1z2
−
(
3
z1
− 1z2 + 1z1
(
1
z1
− 1z2
)
δ
(
1
z1
− 1z
))
Dˆq,=FT (z1, z2)(
1
z1
− 1z2
)2
 , (B.25)
D
⊥(1),q
1T (z) =
∫ 1
z
dz1
z1
∫ ∞
z1
dz2
z22
[
Gˆq,=FT (z1, z2)
1
z1
− 1z2
−
(
3
z1
− 1z2
)
Dˆq,=FT (z1, z2)(
1
z1
− 1z2
)2
]
, (B.26)
GqT (z) = −z
∫ 1
z
dz′
Gq1(z
′)
z′2
− z
∫ 1
z
dz1
z1
∫ ∞
z1
dz2
z22
×
[(
1 + 1z1 δ
(
1
z1
− 1z
))
Dˆq,<FT (z1, z2)
1
z1
− 1z2
−
(
3
z1
− 1z2 + 1z1
(
1
z1
− 1z2
)
δ
(
1
z1
− 1z
))
Gˆq,<FT (z1, z2)(
1
z1
− 1z2
)2
]
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+
mq
Mh
(
z Hq1 (z) + z
∫ 1
z
dz′
Hq1 (z
′)
z′
)
, (B.27)
G
(1),q
1T (z) = −
∫ 1
z
dz′
Gq1(z
′)
z′2
−
∫ 1
z
dz1
z1
∫ ∞
z1
dz2
z22
×
[
Dˆq<FT (z1, z2)
1
z1
− 1z2
−
(
3
z1
− 1z2
)
Gˆq,<FT (z1, z2)(
1
z1
− 1z2
)2
]
+
mq
Mh
∫ 1
z
dz′
Hq1 (z
′)
z′
, (B.28)
HqL(z) = −2
∫ 1
z
dz′
Hq1 (z
′)
z′
+
mq
Mh
(
z Gq1(z) + 2
∫ 1
z
dz′Gq1(z
′)
)
− 4
∫ 1
z
dz1
∫ ∞
z1
dz2
z22
Hˆq,<FL (z1, z2)
× (1/(2z))(1/z1 − 1/z2)δ(1/z1 − 1/z) + 2/z1 − 1/z2
(1/z1 − 1/z2)2 , (B.29)
H
⊥(1),q
1L (z) = −
1
z
∫ 1
z
dz′
Hq1 (z
′)
z′
+
mq
Mh
1
z
∫ 1
z
dz′Gq1(z
′)
− 2
z
∫ 1
z
dz1
∫ ∞
z1
dz2
z22
2/z1 − 1/z2
(1/z1 − 1/z2)2 Hˆ
q,<
FL (z1, z2) , (B.30)
Hq(z) =
∫ 1
z
dz1
∫ ∞
z1
dz2
z22
× 2
[(
2( 2z1 − 1z2 ) + 1z1
(
1
z1
− 1z2
)
δ
(
1
z1
− 1z
))
Hˆq,=FU (z1, z2)(
1
z1
− 1z2
)2
]
, (B.31)
H
⊥(1),q
1 (z) = −
2
z
∫ 1
z
dz1
∫ ∞
z1
dz2
z22
(
2
z1
− 1z2
)
Hˆq,=FU (z1, z2)(
1
z1
− 1z2
)2 , (B.32)
for the twist-3 FFs. These expressions, along with Eqs. (9), (18), (B.11), (B.12)
(B.14), show that multi-parton correlations are the fundamental objects accessed
through transverse spin observables in hadronic processes.
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